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USING LUNAR SOUNDER lMAGERY TO DISTINGUISH SURFACE FROM SUBSURFACE 
REFLECTORS IN LUNAR HIGHLANDS AREAS; Bonnie L. cooper1 and James L. carte?, (1) 
Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston TX. (2) The University of Texas at 
Dallas, Programs in Geosciences, Richardson, TX 

We have developed a method using the Apollo 17 Lunar Sounder imagay data which appears capable of filtering out 
off-nadir d a c e  noise from highland area profilea, so that subsurface featurea may now be detected in highlauds areas as 
well as mare areas. Previously, this had been impossible because the rough topogaphy in the highhda areas created 
noise in the profiles which could not be distinguished fnrm subsurface echoes (1). The new method is an image 
processing produre involving the computerid selection of pixeb which qrcsent intermediate echo intensity value% 
then manually removing those pixels from the profile. Using this technique, a subsurface feature with a horizontal extent 
of about 150 km, at a calculated depth of approximately 3 km, haa been deteded beneath the crater Riccioli in the 
highland, near Oceaw Rocellarum. This result shows that the ALSE data contain much useful information that remains 
to beextmtedandused. 

Figure 1 shows the h q m c y  distribution curve of intensity values for the ALSE imagery ova  the crater Riccioli. 
The intensity distribution curves of other imaged areas were compared to this area. Using that comparison aa a basis, a 
cutoff value of 176 was chosen as the intensity level above which data points would be considered as originating from the 
subsurface, and al l  pixels with intensity values below 176 (darker) would be considemi as originating fkom eitber nadir or 
off-nadir surface reflections. The second vertical liae in Figure 1 shows this cutoff value. Another dashed vertical line at 
intensity level 50 denotes the estimated division between nadir and off-nadir surface returns. 
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Figure 1. Frequency Distribution Curve for P h l  Intensity Vduei for a m  including Cnter Riccioli and western Oceanua P r o c e l h  

Using this cutoff criterion, a profile was created from the original profile (Figure 2a) which contained only points 
that had been identified as surface returns (Figure 2b). That mask was overlaid on the original profile in a bitmap 
graphics program, then the off-nadir surface points were manually removed from the profile. The result is shown in 
Figure 2c, and the interpretation is shown in Figure 26 

The procedure appears to be filtering out off-nadir surface retums, as evidenced by the larger number of pixels 
identified for removal below the highlands (83 out of 166) as compared to only 3 out of 57 pixels identified for removal 
from below the mare in Figure 2b. Consequently it seems probable that the horizontal reflector identified below the crater 
Riccioli is a subsurface feature. The relative dielectric constant in a highlands-area material of density 2.9 gicm3 is $73, 
using the relation K=1.93' as given by (2). The speed of electromagnetic radiation in that material would be c/(~+ = 
1.1556 x 108 mlsec. Using the value 1.266 x 10-6 &pixel, vatical pixel resolution over highlands areas will be 
approximately 146 meters per pixel. This value produces calculated depths for the highlands subsurface features ranging 
from 2482 m to 3650 m. A loss tangent appropriate to highlands material, based on the loss tangents of the Apollo 16 
samples reported by (I), was used to calculate the power ratio between the surface and subsurface returns using the 
formula 

Ad3 = 27.2-6, as given by (3), 
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where f = 5x106~z, t = 6.316 x 10-5 sec, and tan6 = 0.0039 (mean), to 0.0029 (median). Using this formula with both the 
mean and median loss tangents, power losses of 25 dB to 33.5 dB were calculated The reflector should be within 
detection range if the median loss tangent of the Apollo 16 samples, 0.0029, is an appropriate estimate. The subsurface 
material causing the reflection at depth may be a mafic rock, because whatever is causing a subsurface reflection in the 
highlands would require a significant dielectric contrast from the anorthositic rock at the surface. Noritic and troctolitic 
layered plutons are h y p o t h d d  to have intruded the lower (4) or entire (5) crust, and detection of horizontal reflectors in 
the highlands subsurface would be consistent with that hypothesis. 
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Figure 2. Procedwe for =moving pixels which arc probably off-die & Rturar a) Original correlated pmfik of o l ih  17 lad 18 
acmm western Ocernur Procclknun. b) Probable rrturnr determined by muking pixels with valuer h v e  176. c) CoankLd 
profile I&r ~m0VhIg p b c b  th.t a pIOb.bk nrrfw &UU& d) Intr~&dOa of rubaufre h o h l l h  

However, the slightly smoother surface of the crater floor may allow betta radar penetration so that a feature which 
is continuous over a greater distance is only being imaged in that area Alternatively, impact-triggered melting m y  have 
occurred beneath Eccioli. Impact-triggered melting seems uulikely to have produced the subsurface feature because a 
melt produced ffom anorthositic crust immediately after impact would be likely to erupt to the surface through fractures 
in the rock above. However, a zone of decompraion below the crater may have been filled later by a mafic intrusion, 
when tern* had derreased smciently to prevent the intrusion from remaining liquid long enough to reach the 
surface. Intrusive9 could have entered the zone during the lava filling of the Grimaldi basin, next to Riccioli. 
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